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Beck Center for the Arts delves into the sometimes-chaotic and emotion-slamming process of writing

a musical while on a tight deadline in the production "[title of show]". No, this isn’t a review typed into

a template where the show title was left off for some generic “insert here” spot - "[title of show]" is the

title of the show.

Running October 10 through November 16, 2014, "[title of show]" is a musical comedy about two guys
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writing a musical about two guys writing a musical. No, that

wasn’t a stutter. The based-loosely on real life events show

is about Hunter and Jeff, two cool cats who decide to enter

a new musical theater festival. No problem, right? Wrong –

the deadline is only three weeks away and this 90-minute

piece runs us through the story about how these creators

and their friends come together to make magic happen

under pressure.

This Obie Award-winning musical was also nominated for

two Drama League Awards and a GLADD Award. Director

Scott Spence says, “It deftly manages to appeal to both

musical theatre aficionados as well as anyone who may be fascinated by how a new musical ascends

the ranks.”

"[title of show]" (TOS) stars Will Sanborn as Hunter, Pat Miller as Jeff, Amiee Collier as Susan and

Caitlin Elizabeth Reilly as Heidi. The surprise fifth character is Music Director Larry Goodpaster, who

doesn’t just rock out on the keyboard, the man has lines!

Containing adult humor and language, and recommended for mature audiences, TOS is a smart script

containing witty banter that may be reminiscent of talk that may occur in any rehearsal, dressing room

or event attended by people of an artistic nature. There are small homages to Broadway shows large

and small, old and new, break-out-hits and duds; references to everyone from Bernadette Peters to

Mamie Duncan-Gibbs.

The story builds from the writers’ decision to enter the festival and grows into the creative process of

the highs and lows that go along with making a successful Broadway production. The characters go

through writer’s block, self-doubt, and disagreements along with moments of inspiration, joy and

laugh-out-loud hilarity.

While no song is a block-buster hit, the music is entertaining… sometimes bawdy, sometimes

thoughtful, sometimes just plain odd. With titles like “Monkeys and Playbills”, “Die Vampire, Die!”,

“Filling Out the Form” and “Nine People’s Favorite Thing”, the show progresses everywhere from

goofy into the search for meaning in one’s art without selling out.

The ensemble of Sanborn, Miller, Collier and Reilly feels like a real-life group of friends. They have a

nice rapport with each other and do an admirable job of tackling the occasionally-tentative 4-part

harmonies. This review is based on a preview night performance, so there is no doubt that the

quartet will continue to grow into their solos and their harmonies. The talented cast is endearing and

relatable, and stand-out moments include Sanborn and Miller’s longingly excited “Part of It All”,

Collier’s hilarious yet still thoughtful “Die Vampire, Die!”, and Reilly’s nostalgic “A Way Back to Then”.
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All performers will warm your heart, make you giggle, and keep your attention (which is important

when there is no intermission.)

A special nod goes to Scott Spence, who not only directed but took on the role of Scenic Designer,

as well. Can you make a Broadway musical out of 4 chairs and a keyboard? Yes he can. Kudos to the

rest of the design/technical staff for making “4 chairs and a keyboard” look not-boring. Lighting

Designer Trad A Burns, Sound Designer Richard B. Ingraham and Technical Director Joseph Carmola

gave a sparse set and atmosphere just enough support to make the minimalistic concept work.

"[title of show]" runs now through November 16, 2014 at the Beck Center. Tickets and more

information are available online at beckcenter.org or by phone at 216-521-2540 x10. Beck Center is

located at 17801 Detroit Avenue in Lakewood, and free onsite parking is available.
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